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Elissa Cristall Gallery is pleased to present 
the exhibition Cécile Ronc : Le pays oblique 
on view September 6 to 29, 2012.  The 
exhibition will feature large and small oil on 
canvas paintings completed in 2012. 

In describing her recent work she states – 
“I like to refer to the Chinese maxim ‘Neither 
to Stray nor to Follow’ as a landmark for my 
work. It means to hold oneself in a position 
of non-attachment and non-abandonment; 
in our relationship to others, to the material 
world… without ever straying from the 
evocation of our fundamental link to nature. 
I use it as a vehicle for the exploration of a 
pictorial language. 

I attempt to find balance between spontaneity and organisation, to bring life to fragile and discreet 
elements, to make visible a simultaneous sensation of presence and distance, of fragility, receptivity, 
aspiration and intimacy. Through a certain persistence of very subtle tones, I strive to give body to what 
I like to call ‘the strength of softness’.” – Cécile Ronc

Cécile Ronc is a French painter who has been living and working in Canada since 2005. She has 
recently moved to Vancouver after living in Montreal for six years. A graduate from the École nationale 
supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris, she was granted a three month residency at the Casa de Velazquez 
in Madrid, in the Spring of 2009, and has recently had solo exhibitions at the Maison de la culture 
Plateau-Mont-Royal in Montreal (May 2012) as well as the Galerie Premier Regard in Paris (February 
2010). 

Please join us for the Artist Reception and Talk on Saturday September 15, 2pm - 4pm.

For more information please contact Elissa Cristall
t: 604 730-9611
e: info@cristallgallery.com
www.cristallgallery.com

Levée de terre (detail), 2012, oil on canvas
150 x 225 cm (60” x 88”)


